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Abstract

The photodissociation of formaldehyde has been studied using quasi-classical trajec-

tories to investigate �roaming,� or events involving trajectories that proceed far from the

minimum energy pathway. Statistical analysis of trajectories performed over a range of

nine excitation energies from 34500 to 41010 cm-1 (including zpe) provides character-

ization of the roaming phenomenon and insight into the mechanism. The trajectories

are described as projections onto three coordinates: the distance from the CO center

of mass to the furthest H atom and the azimuthal and polar coordinates of that H

atom with respect to the CO axis. The trajectories are used to construct a �minimum

energy� potential energy surface showing the potential for any binary combination of

these three coordinates that is at a minimum energy with respect to values of the

other coordinates encountered during the trajectories. We also construct �ux diagrams

for roaming, transition-state and radical pathways, as well as �reaction con�guration�

plots that show the distribution of reaction geometries for roaming and transition-state

pathways. These constructs allow characterization of roaming in formaldehyde as, prin-

cipally, internal rotation of the roaming H atom around the CO axis at a slowly varying

and elongated distance from the CO center of mass. The rotation is nearly uniform,

and is sometimes accompanied by rotation in the polar coordinate. The �roaming� state

of formaldehyde can be treated as a separate kinetic entity, much as one might treat an

isomer. Rate constants for the formation of and reaction from this roaming state are

derived from the trajectory data as a function of excitation energy.

Keywords: dissociation dynamics, transition-state theory, quasi-classical trajectories,

roaming, kinetics.
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1. Introduction

Transition-state theory has been a bedrock method for calculating the rate constants of

chemical processes,1�3 yet, at least in its most common form, it is based on the notion

that molecular motions predominantly follow a �minimum energy path.� There is increasing

evidence that highly-excited molecules often bypass this minimum energy path and react

in unexpected ways from unexpected geometries. An early, con�rmed example of this be-

havior, often called �roaming,� was stimulated by and speculated about in experimental

work on formaldehyde dissociation in the research groups of Moore,4�7 and then con�rmed

by the research groups of Suits,8�13 and Bowman.8,10�16 Reviews of this research17�20 and

further studies of formaldehyde dissociation and the reverse H+HCO reaction ensued.21�25

Similar roaming behavior has subsequently been found in other unimolecular dissociations,

including those of acetaldehyde,26�33, larger aldehydes,34 methyl formate,35�39 acetone,40

alkanes,41 NO3,23,42,43 nitromethane,44�46 methyl nitrite,45 carbon dioxide,47 and Criegee in-

termediates.48 Roaming in bimolecular reactions has also been observed and discussed.49�51

Several reviews of this active area of research have recently appeared.52�54 Consequently, it

is now well established that many systems react via trajectories that deviate strongly from

the minimum energy path. The consequence of this behavior for transition-state theory is

still incompletely understood.

In this paper we focus on the detailed mechanism of roaming in the dissociation of

formaldehyde. Previous papers presented examples of roaming trajectories and showed

clearly the large amplitude motion associated with it in regions of high potential and thus

low relative kinetic energy of the roaming H atom and the HCO fragment. Here, many

roaming trajectories are examined and processed to develop a more complete and compre-

hensive characterization of roaming. Nine excitation energies have been studied, from 34500

to 41010 cm-1 above the global minimum of the formaldehyde well. From the trajectories,

we �nd the �minimum energy� potential, showing clearly a plateau region in potential that

is traversed by the roaming H atom. At each energy, we develop �ux maps for the roaming
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and TS pathways to H2 + CO and for the reaction to H + HCO. We also construct re-

action con�guration plots, showing the distribution of reaction geometries for roaming and

TS trajectories. Average quantities for many measurable properties of the trajectories are

tabulated as a function of excitation energy.

From these observations, we �nd that roaming involves, principally, an internal rotation

in which the H atom rotates around the CO bond at a slowly-varying and elongated distance

from the CO center of mass. This azimuthal rotation is often accompanied by a rotation in

the polar angle, but the azimuthal rotation is most prominent. Reaction proceeds from a

stretched C-H-H geometry that leads to substantial H2 vibrational energy. There is a strong

correlation between the internal energy of the H2 and that of the CO, such that roaming

trajectories have much higher H2 internal energy and lower CO internal energy. We �nd

further that the roaming state can be treated as a separate kinetic entity, much as one would

treat an isomer. Rate constants for formation of and reaction from this roaming state are

calculated at each energy based on the results of the trajectory calculations. This �nding

suggests that transition state theories should still be e�ective in calculating rate constants,

provided that separate regions of the PES are treated as separate kinetic entities.

Table 1 lists acronyms used in the text.

Table 1: Acronyms used in the text

Acronym Meaning
COM center of mass
FWHM full width at half maximum
KE kinetic energy
PE potential energy
PES potential energy surface
TS transition state
zpe zero point energy
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2. Potential Energy Surface and Trajectory Methods

The global potential energy surface (PES) adopted to run trajectories has been described pre-

viously.14 In short, we recall that the PES was obtained upon sampling of 80000 CCSD(T)/aug-

cc-PVTZ ab initio energies covering H2CO global minimum and isomer geometries as well

as the molecular H2 + CO channel. For the radical dissociation channel H + HCO and for

other regions of the global surface which could not be characterized by a single-reference

method, more than 50000 MRCI/aug-cc-PVTZ energies have been collected. The global

PES is constituted by a total of six local �ts, smoothly joined by switching functions.

The trajectory methods are similar to those used previously.55�62 We started quasi-

classical trajectories from the global minimum geometry of H2CO. The total internal ex-

citation, including zpe, was sampled at nine di�erent values (i.e. 34500, 35000, 35500,

36000, 36223, 37688, 38688, 38814, and 41010 cm-1). To get the right amount of excitation,

we initially assigned random velocities to all four atoms. We then set the total angular

momentum J to 0 by subtracting the angular velocity contribution, and �nally rescaled all

velocities to the chosen value of the now purely vibrational excitation energy. Since we aim

at investigating "roaming" events, which involve large amplitude motions, a large-distance

exit condition for trajectories has been employed, i.e. a trajectory is stopped only when

any two atoms are at least 200 a.u. away. The total energy was typically conserved along

trajectories with an accuracy of 1 part in 103 or better.

The calculations produced printout �frames� of the trajectory every 6.25 fs (125 steps at

0.05 fs/step) providing the positions and velocities of the four atoms. Analysis of the tra-

jectories was performed by �rst evaluating the last frame to determine whether the reaction

products were H2 + CO or H + HCO and then determining properties of the reaction from

either the last frame or from an average of frames near the one in which reaction was deter-

mined to have occurred (see below for de�nition of this �reaction frame�). Typical properties

in the case of reaction to H2 + CO were the vibrational and rotational energies of each of the

products, the angular momentum of each of the products, the relative velocity and trans-
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lational energy of the products, their orbital angular momentum and its associated energy,

the �nal impact parameter for the departing fragments, the v-J correlation for each of the

products, the alignment of their rotational vectors relative to the transition dipole as well as

relative to one another, and the anisotropy of dissociation. Also tabulated were the average

kinetic energy, the average number of CH bonds, the average H-H bond length, and the

average values of the coordinates rH , θ, φ (de�ned below), where the average was taken over

the 50 frames prior to the reaction frame. In the case of reaction to H + HCO, we tabulated

the angular momentum of the HCO, the relative velocity and translational energy for the

H and HCO, the orbital energy, and the vibrational and rotational energy of the HCO. For

each group of trajectories at a total excitation energy, distributions of these properties were

constructed, and an average was determined from each distribution. From a distribution of

the dissociation times, a plot was made of the log of the unreacted trajectories as a function

of time, and this plot was used to determine the total reaction rate at each excitation energy.

Finally, for those trajectories that were assigned as �roaming�, a distribution of the �roaming

time� was determined as the time prior to the reaction frame during which the kinetic energy

was less than 25% of the total excitation energy. An average roaming time was calculated

from the distribution.

Trajectories are projected onto pairs of coordinates in a three-dimensional system that

includes rH , the distance from the CO center of mass to the H atom that is most distant;

θ, the polar angle between a line along rH and the CO bond, with θ = 0 being de�ned as

having the most distant H atom nearer the carbon; and φ, the azimuthal angle between the

two planes containing the CO bond and either H atom, where φ = π corresponds to having

all atoms in the same plane with the H atoms on opposite sides of the CO bond. The ranges

for θ and φ are both from 0 to π. There are 3N − 6 internal coordinates for formaldehyde,

so that the values of three coordinates are unspeci�ed. If the trajectory is being projected

onto, for example, the rH , φ plane, any trajectory values of θ and of the three unspeci�ed

coordinates will be projected to the same point on the rH , φ plane.
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A well-known problem of quasi-classical trajectory studies is referred to as �zero-point

energy leakage,� the ��ow� of energy from the quantum-mechanically required zero-point

vibration into other degrees of freedom.63 When the excitation energy far exceeds threshold

values, this leakage is not normally a problem, but when, as in the current case of roaming,

the energies are close to threshold, zero-point leakage can in�uence the dynamics, particularly

the branching ratios to di�erent product channels. Indeed, nearly 75% of the trajectories

at the energies studied here had zero-point energy violations, that is, values of the �nal

vibrational energy for a species that were below that required by quantum mechanics. Some

further statistics illustrate the situation: as the excitation energy increased from the lowest

to the highest ones studied, i) the fraction of H2 + CO reactions that violated zpe decreased

from 0.70 to 0.41 and the fraction of these due to CO zpe violation decreased from 0.87 to

0.74., and ii) the fraction of H + HCO reactions that violated zpe decreased from 1.00 to

0.33. For those trajectories that violated zpe requirements, the average fraction of the zpe

in CO was about 0.46; in H2 it was about 0.45, and in HCO it ranged from 0.30 to 0.77

with increasing energy. We thus paid careful attention to the leakage issue by calculating

dynamical properties in two limits: a) exclusion of those trajectories that had zero-point

violations for one or more product, and b) inclusion of all trajectories that were otherwise

acceptable. We found that many of the average properties we characterized were nearly

identical for the two groups; that is, the average values were within about 10% of each other,

which is about the uncertainty in either value. Thus, the numbers reported below should be

regarded as accurate to ±10%. In the case of the few properties for which the average values

varied by more than 10% between the groups, we report in the tables below those values from

group a). Values taken from this group are indicated by bold-faced type. The properties

whose values are determined from group a) include the average vibrational energies of the

CO and H2 and the branching ratios between the H2 + CO and H + HCO channels.

The de Broglie wavelength for a roaming H atom can be estimated from �gures to be

introduced below. It is about 0.8 Å, considerably less than the typical distance of the
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roaming atom from the HCO molecule, >3 Å. Thus, for most cases, it is reasonable to treat

the H atom classically. The possibility of tunneling depends on the potential. We have not

included corrections for this e�ect.
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3. Results

Overview

A general overview of the trajectory results is shown in Table 2, which compares outcomes

as a function of excitation energy. All trajectories were run until reaction, and the net

number of reactions at each energy ranged from about 4000 to 4600. The percentage of

molecular products decreases from 100% at the lowest energy (34500 cm-1) to about 42% at

the highest energy (41010 cm-1), with the remaining percentage going to radical products.

The fraction of trajectories that exhibit roaming just prior to reaction to give molecular

products increases from about 2.6% to about 14% over this range of energies. Roaming with

subsequent reaction to molecular products via the TS pathway was also observed at about

1% of the total reactions producing H2 + CO. It was more di�cult to quantify reactions that

exhibited roaming before dissociation to radical products, but this pathway was observed at

percentage levels that ranged from 0% to 10%.

Table 2: General Properties of Formaldehyde Dissociation Trajectories*

Line Property/Etot (k cm-1) 34.5 35.0 35.5 36.0 36.223 37.688 38.688 38.814 41.010

1a Number of Reactions group a)† 982 938 940 988 1060 2466 3003 3008 3491

1b Number of Reactions group b)† 4080 4256 4423 4475 4486 4615 4627 4599 4643

2 H2 + CO (%) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 97.3 44.4 43.7 42.9 42.1

3 H + HCO (%) 0 0 0 0 2.7 55.6 56.3 57.1 57.9

4 Roaming to H2+CO (%) 2.6 6.8 9.1 8.2 9.8 9.3 15.1 12.6 13.5

5 Roaming, reentering well 0.7 1.7 1.6 1.8 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.9 0.5

and then TS to H2+ CO (%)

6 Roaming to H+HCO (%) 0 0 0 0 >10.3 >2.6 >2.3 >2.4 >2.3

*H2+CO and H+HCO percentages are of net reactions, other percentages are of relevant
reactions. Boldface values are based on group a).
†See text in Section 2 for explanation of groups.

A detailed examination of the properties measured is provided in Table 3, based on

averages from individual distribution plots at each energy. This table shows the results for

only three energies; those for all nine energies are included in Table S1. Table S2 explains

acronyms and provides brief descriptions of the properties.
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Table 3: Average values of measured trajectory properties (for which brief descriptions are
given in Table S2).

Line Property/Energy (k cm-1) 35.000 36.223 41.010
1 Photon energy (k cm-1) 29.141 30.364 35.151
2 Excitation Band 43 2143 2641

3 TS Fract with 2 bonds* 0.18 .20 0.24
4 Roam Fract with 2 bonds* 0.64 .53 0.38
5 TS KE Fract* 0.43 .42 0.41
6 Roam KE Fract* 0.23 .29 0.36
7 TS H-H bond length

(
Å
)
* 2.1 2.1 2.1

8 Roam H-H bond length
(
Å
)
* 2.7 2.5 2.3

9 TS J(CO) 42.3 41.0 37.6
10 Roam J(CO) 19.5 20.2 22.9
11 TS J(H2) 4.3 4.9 7.
12 Roam J(H2) 8.4 9.9 11.1
13 TS Lorb 43.6 42.4 39.2
14 Roam Lorb 19.7 22.0 25.4
15 TS rH

(
Å
)
* 1.89 1.9 1.91

16 Roam rH
(
Å
)
* 2.82 2.54 2.19

17 TS θ* 0.67 0.67 0.67
18 Roam θ* 0.87 0.78 0.7
19 TS φ* 2.61 2.57 2.53
20 Roam φ* 2.08 2.19 2.38
21 TS β0

0(22)(CO) -0.5 -0.5 -0.49
22 Roam β0

0(22)(CO) -0.47 -0.45 -0.46
23 TS β0

0(22)(H2) -0.28 -0.25 -0.22
24 Roam β0

0(22)(H2) -0.37 -0.4 -0.35
25 TS J(CO)•J(H2) 0.21 0.17 0.08
26 Roam J(CO)•.J(H2) -0.30 -0.12 -0.05
27 TS A(2)

0 (CO) 0.02 0.03 0.06
28 Roam A

(2)
0 (CO) 0. 0.04 0.06

29 TS A(2)
0 (H2) 0. -0.03 -0.05

30 Roam A
(2)
0 (H2) -0.02 0. -0.01

31 TS β 0.006 0.002 -0.065
32 Roam β -0.011 -0.102 -0.136
33 TS Evib(CO) (cm-1)† 1970. 2210 3350
34 Roam Evib(CO) (cm-1)† 1670 2000 2900
35 TS Evib(H2) (cm-1)† 6850 7530 10200
36 Roam Evib(H2) (cm-1)† 21200 21600 22800
37 TS Etrans (cm-1) 20700 20800 21200
38 Roam Etrans (cm-1) 6220 6520 8430
39 TS Eorb (cm-1) 2 1 1
40 Roam Eorb (cm-1) 0 0 1
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41 TS �nal impact param
(
Å
)

0.92 0.89 0.84

42 Roam �nal impact param
(
Å
)

0.77 0.86 0.93

43 TS rH , θ, φ at rxn frame 2.10, 0.82, 0.52 2.20, 0.79, 0.55 2.40, 0.73, 0.61

44 Roam rH , θ, φ at rxn frame 2.80, 0.90, 0.38 2.90, 0.91, 0.41 3.10. 0.83, 0.51

45 Dissociation rate constant (ps-1) 0.0371 0.1311 1.464

46 Roaming time (ps)† 0.310 0.210 0.070

*Average over the 50 frames preceding the reaction frame

†See text in Section 2 for explaination of bold face values, which are based on group a).

Depiction of the potential energy surface and features of the trajec-

tories

The potential energy surface is based on the work of Zhang et al.14 as described above. On

this �tted surface, based on a zero of energy at the global minimum of the H2CO potential

energy surface, the radical products H + HCO are at an energy of 33239 cm-1 and the transi-

tion state to H2+CO products is at 30584 cm-1 (close to the ab initio value64 of 30683 cm-1).

The potential minimum for H2 + CO lies 1931 cm-1 above the global minimum for formalde-

hyde, whereas the zero point energy for H2 + CO lies 2028 cm-1 below that of formaldehyde.

In calculating excitation energies, we take the zero point energy for formaldehyde to be 5848

cm-1, calculated from the harmonic value.

There are many ways to display the formaldehyde potential energy surface. We choose

to use the rH , θ, φ coordinate system and to display in two-dimensional contour plots the

minimum potential for H-HCO at any con�guration for the other four of the 3N − 6 = 6

coordinates. The φ, rH projection of trajectories provides particularly important informa-

tion about roaming, while the θ, rH and φ, θ projections also provide useful insight. The

minimum potential is determined from the trajectories as follows. For each of the 40204

trajectories that produced reaction either to H2+ CO or to H + HCO, we calculated the
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potential for approximately 1-200 frames before the �reaction frame,� de�ned below, to 1-

100 frames after the �reaction frame.� Collectively, these sample a wide range of coor-

dinates. The reaction frame for trajectories producing H2 + CO was found by tracking

the trajectory in reverse from the last frame and then adding two frames to the frame in

which both the H-H bond had broken (H-H > 1.7Å) and one C-H bond had been formed(
C-H ≤ 1.65Å

)
. The reaction frame for trajectories producing H + HCO was taken to be

the frame in which the H-H distance exceeded 25.5 Å. The minimum potentials were tabu-

lated for a 20 x 20 x 20 grid in the rH , θ, φ variables in the ranges 0 − 10Å, 0 − π, 0 − π,

under the constraint that one of the CH bonds was ≤ 1.65Å; that is, that the structure

was H2CO or H + HCO rather than H2 + CO (which is typically at a lower potential).

The resulting minima were used to produce three two-dimensional contours of the mini-

mum potential which are shown in Fig. 1 along with a representative trajectory following

the TS route to H2 + CO products. The low potential energy locations on these contour

diagrams correspond to H2CO con�gurations, whereas the high potential energy locations

correspond to H+HCO con�gurations. The TS, taken from Zhang et al.,14 is at rH =

1.978Å, θ=2.250, φ=0, but is not easily identi�ed on the PES, for which the lowest bin in φ

is centered near 0.079 radians. The potential surface has a particularly broad and �at plateau

region most easily seen in the φ, rH or θ, rH contour diagrams. Its potential energy is roughly

33200 cm-1, very near to the dissociation energy to H+HCO, 33239 cm-1.

Individual trajectories were examined to determine those which could be assigned to

roaming. The main criterion for roaming was that the trajectory should traverse the high

potential energy plateau region in the φ, rH contour diagram. For H2 + CO products, a

strategy for distinguishing the roaming trajectories from the much more frequent TS trajec-

tories was to order all unassigned trajectories according to one of the evaluated properties

(Table 3) and then to individually examine those trajectories whose property value was most

associated with roaming. Properties that indicated roaming included, in order of preference,

1) large endpoint H2 vibrational energy, or 2) large fraction of frames preceding the reaction
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Figure 1: Two-dimensional PES contours in the rH , θ, φ coordinate system with a typical TS
trajectory for Etot=36223 cm-1superimposed in blue. The black * shows the coordinates at
the reaction frame. The equilibrium position of formaldehyde is near rH , θ, φ ≈1.6, 0.6, 3.14
The wells at rH , θ, φ ≈ 1.6, 2.5, 0 or 1.6, 2.5, 3.14 are the cis- and trans-CHOH isomers,
respectively. White contours next to dark blue ones indicate that the potential is less than
10000 cm-1. The units of rH,φ, and θ are in Å, radians, and radians, respectively.
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frame in which a) φ > .6 and rH > .74φ + 2.1,(these values are near the boundary of the

plateau region of the potential) b) the average KE was low, c) the average number of CH

bonds (C-H ≤ 1.65Å) was closer to one than two, and d) the average H-H bond length was

large. Using these criteria, an examination of a set of 200-300 trajectories at each energy

range (of a total of ca. 2500) identi�ed nearly all of those that exhibited roaming just prior

to reaction to form molecular products. Identi�cation of those trajectories that roam but

then return to the H2CO well before reacting over the TS pathway, as well as identi�cation

of those trajectories that roam before producing radical products, was performed using cri-

terion 2a) evaluated for either the entire trajectory or for the 50 frames before the radical

reaction frame, respectively.

A typical trajectory that exhibits roaming before reaction to molecular products is plotted

on the φ, rH contour diagram in Fig. 2, where the total excitation energy is 36223 cm-1; all

three two-dimensional projections of this trajectory are shown in Fig. S1 of the supporting

information. Note that much of the trajectory after it leaves the H2CO well is in the plateau

region. Each trajectory could also be investigated by plotting the number of each type of

bond, the bond distances, the bond angles, the coordinates rH , θ, φ, the angular momentum

for each atom, and the kinetic energy as a function of trajectory frame (time). It became

clear from examining these plots that the reaction frame for roaming trajectories leading

to molecular products was preceded by periods in which the criteria 2a)-2d) were ful�lled.

A further feature in many roaming trajectories was the appearance of nearly straight lines

in the rH , φ plane, indicating nearly free azimuthal rotation of the roaming hydrogen atom

around the CO axis. An extreme example of this behavior is shown by the time-domain

trajectory of Figure 3, where the total excitation energy is 35000 cm-1. The very regular

lines describing φ as a function of time in this �gure indicate that the roaming hydrogen

atom rotates uniformly around the CO axis more than 15 times before eventually reacting to

give molecular products. Note that for most of the roaming period, the value of rH is more

than 7 Å and that there is simultaneous rotation in the polar angle, θ. This trajectory may
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also be viewed as projections onto pairs of the rH , θ, φ coordinates, as shown in Fig. S2.

Although this trajectory is unusual, it is by no means an isolated example. Figure S3 shows

several more trajectories with long roaming times, while Fig. S4 shows several with short

ones. Average roaming times are listed in line 46 of Tables 3 and S1.

Figure 2: Roaming trajectory at Etot = 36223 cm-1. Formaldehyde almost dissociates via
the TS route but eventually roams before reacting at the con�guration given by the black
*. The nearly straight lines in the high-potential region indicate nearly free rotation of the
roaming H atom about the CO axis. The units or rH and φ are Å and radians, respectively.

Flux Maps

As a method for investigating the di�erences between roaming and TS trajectories, we con-

structed �ux maps projected onto pairs of the rH , θ, φ coordinates. These were obtained by

tabulating 1) the values of the coordinates for each frame near the reaction frame, 2) the

change in these values at each frame based on adjacent frames, and 3) the potential energy

at each frame. The last of these was used to construct the �minimum energy� potential

described in the previous section. The former two were used to construct the �ux diagram,

giving, on the basis of a 10 x 10 x 10 grid, the average �ux of trajectories passing through

each bin of pairs in rH , θ, φ space. The arrow angles give the direction of the �ux, while the
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Figure 3: An example of roaming showing >15 cycles of rotation of the roaming H atom
around the CO axis. The red line shows the initial value of the coordinate.
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arrow length is proportional to the magnitude. Flux maps projected onto the rH , φ minimum

potential energy contours for TS reactions to H2 + CO (blue), for roaming reactions to H2

+ CO (red), and for reaction to H + HCO (green) are shown in Fig. 4. These and other

coordinate pair projections are also shown in Figs. S5-S7. The arrow lengths within a given

�gure are normalized, but the length of an arrow in one of these �gures compared to length

in another needs further normalization by the number of trajectories that follow the TS,

roaming, or radical reaction route. These numbers are given in Table 2.

Reaction Con�guration Plots

The tabulations that were used to form the minimum energy PES and the �ux maps were

also useful in characterizing the reaction con�gurations for TS and roaming trajectories

leading to molecular products. As described previously, the �reaction frame� for trajectories

producing H2 + CO was found by tracking the trajectory in reverse and then adding two

frames to the frame in which both the H-H bond had disappeared (H-H > 1.7Å) and one

C-H bond had been formed
(
C-H ≤ 1.65Å

)
. We then tabulated the reaction con�guration

in rH , θ, φ coordinates and plotted it for each trajectory as a point on each of the two-

dimensional projections. Figure 5 shows such a plot in the rH , φ plane for a total energy

of 35000 cm-1. The red dots are for trajectories that were identi�ed as roaming, whereas

the blue dots are for trajectories following the TS route to products. It is clear that there

is a substantial di�erence in how the reaction takes place, with the roaming con�guration

taking place at larger rH and smaller φ than the TS con�guration. Similar plots for all three

two-dimensional projections are shown in Fig. S8. The average con�gurations for di�erent

excitation energies are provided in lines 43 and 44 of Tables 3 and S1. In general, as the

excitation energy increases from 34500 to 41010 cm-1, the reaction frame average rH for

roaming increases from 2.8 to 3.1 Å, whereas the average rH for the TS reaction increases

from 2.10 to 2.40 Å. The φ values do not change substantially, but φ for the roaming reaction

(about 0.4-0.5) is less somewhat than that for the TS reaction (0.5-0.6).
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Figure 4: Flux maps for TS reactions to H2 + CO (top), roaming reactions to H2 + CO
(middle) , and reactions to H + HCO (bottom). All maps are for an excitation energy of
35000 cm-1. The units of rH,φ, and θ are in Å, radians, and radians, respectively.
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Figure 5: Reaction con�guration plot for TS (blue, n=2643) and roaming (red, n=233)
reactions at Etot = 35000 cm-1 projected onto the rH , φ plane, superimposed on the minimum
energy potential surface contour plot. The units or rH and φ are Å and radians, respectively.

A plot of three representative frames of molecular con�gurations containing the reaction

frame is shown in Fig 6 for TS (top) and for roaming (bottom) trajectories. In the TS

sequence, the H-H bond is made while both H atoms are close to the carbon atom, whereas

in the roaming sequence, the H-H bond is formed when both H atoms are relatively far from

the carbon atom. Note that in the roaming structure the C-H-H bond angle is approximately

180◦, whereas in the TS structure this angle is 90◦ or less. These observations will be of use

to us in determining the nature of roaming in the Discussion below.
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Figure 6: top, left to right: three consecutive frames of structures including the reaction
frame (center) for a representative TS trajectory. bottom, left to right: three consecutive
frames of structures including the reaction frame (center) for a representative roaming tra-
jectory.
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4. Discussion

Comparison to experiment and correlations associated with roaming

Roaming in the photodissociation of formaldehyde was discovered because of the unusual

correlations between the rotational excitation of CO and the vibrational excitation of H2. In

product imaging experiments, low rotational levels of CO were found to have low velocities,

indicating that the vibrational energy of H2 was very high. In contrast, higher rotational

levels of CO were found to have higher velocities, consistent with lower vibrational exci-

tation of the H2.8�10 These two sets of correlated products indicated that the dissociation

might be taking place via two di�erent reaction mechanisms, and both experimental and

trajectory studies identi�ed roaming as an alternative mechanism to the previously known

transition state mechanism.8�16 Furthermore, trajectories performed on the same potential

energy surface14 that has been used here were found to produce good agreement with these

experimentally determined correlations. Although more detail is available from the current

trajectories concerning the properties of the dissociation, the di�erences between the two

reaction channels, and the energy dependence, there are, to date, few new published ex-

perimental results that provide additional points of comparison. On the other hand, there

are forthcoming papers that do provide more experimental detail about the dissociation of

formaldehyde,24 and comparisons with the current trajectory results are underway. In addi-

tion, work is proceeding on a new and more accurate potential energy surface, so one may

anticipate that substantially more detail will soon be available.

We do note one aspect of our trajectory analysis that has not often been included else-

where � vector correlations. Tables 3 and S1 (lines 21-32) list some of these properties,

while Table 4 in columns 2 and 3 lists the average of these quantities over the nine energies

studied. In general, we �nd a propensity for the rotation vectors of both CO and H2 to be

perpendicular to the relative velocity vector, (β0
0(22)→ −0.5), with the correlation being a

bit stronger for CO than for H2 and slightly stronger for the TS trajectories than for the
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roaming ones. This observation is consistent with a planar geometry for both reactions. The

values of the dot product between the CO and H2 rotational unit vectors are slightly positive

for the TS trajectories and slightly negative for the roaming ones, implying that there is a

slight tendency for co-rotation in the former and for counter-rotation in the latter. At all

energies, the values for the correlation between the transition dipole moment (which is in

the plane of formaldehyde, perpendicular to the CO axis) and the relative velocity are close

to β = 0, indicating a nearly anisotropic distribution for both TS and roaming trajectories.

That the values of A(2)
0 = (2/5)P2(cosθj), where θj =angle between the product rotational

vector and transition dipole, are also close to zero indicates that there is practically no

alignment of the CO and H2 rotational vectors with respect to the transition dipole moment.

Chang, Minichino, and Miller65 used an empirical valence-bond (EVB) approach to de-

velop a potential for the dissociation of formaldehyde. Trajectories starting near the region

of the known transition state and using the best version of the EVB potential produced

results which were in agreement with the most recent experimental work at the time on

the translational energy distribution and the H2 vibrational and rotational distributions.

The authors also published plots of the distribution of several angles, from which vector

correlation parameters can be derived. More recently, Tsai and Lin66,67 developed a multi-

center impulsive model to provide insight into the TS and roaming channels. The second

of these papers speci�cally compares the vector properties of the model to the results from

Chang, Minichino, and Miller. For the TS, the impulsive model and the earlier trajectory

results were in good agreement. Tsai and Lin also applied the model to roaming, and made

predictions of angular distributions for this channel. Neither Chang, Minichino, and Miller

nor Tsai and Lin tabulated values of the vector correlation parameters shown in column 1

of Table 4, but it is possible from the diagrams to estimate them fairly accurately using a

weighted sum of the properties at the average angles and those ±.5 FWHM on either side.

These values are tabulated in column three of Table 4 for the TS trajectories and impulse

model and in column 4 for the roaming impulse model.
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From Table 4 we can compare our results to those of these previous authors and gain

some insight into whether vector correlations can help to identify roaming in formaldehyde.

We see that the β0
0(22) values are similar except that the value in the impulsive model

for roaming is somewhat lower than the value from the current trajectories. The current

trajectories suggest that there is a small di�erence between TS and roaming values, but

it would be di�cult experimentally to distinguish the two mechanisms on this basis. The

current trajectory values for β and A(2)
0 are all so small that these parameters cannot be used

to distinguish TS and roaming either. The previous trajectories and the impulsive model

predict somewhat larger values, both of these two parameters and of the dot product of the

rotational vectors. Both our results and the previous ones suggest that there is a measurable

di�erence in the dot product of unit rotational vectors for TS trajectories vs roaming ones.

Table 4: Vector Correlations in H2CO Dissociation

Property Traj TS* Traj R* Lit TS†‡ Lit R‡
β0
0(22)(CO) -0.50 -0.45 -0.49 -0.06

β0
0(22)(CH2) -0.25 -0.37 -0.31 -0.13

β -0.025 -0.091 0.75 -0.38
A

(2)
0 (CO) 0.039 0.038 -0.20 -0.05
A

(2)
0 (H2) -0.013 -0.013 -0.016 -0.05

J(CO)•J(H2) 0.16 -0.16 0.86 0.
*This work; †Ref65; ‡Ref66.

Our trajectory results agree qualitatively with the strong product state correlations pre-

viously reported, which is not surprising since they were run on the same surface with the

same methods. One way to demonstrate these correlations is by plotting a distribution of

points correlating the internal energy of CO with that of H2. An example is show in Fig. 7 for

an excitation energy of 35500 cm-1. Similar �gures for all nine excitation energies are shown

in Fig. S9. As can be seen immediately from these �gures, there is substantial separation

between those points associated with roaming trajectories (red) and those associated with

TS trajectories (blue), particularly at lower excitation energies. The separation becomes a

bit less pronounced at the highest energies, where the di�erences between roaming properties
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and TS ones start to diminish, but it is still true that the roaming channel has very high H2

internal excitation.

Finally, we note that the vibrational distribution of the H2 product from our roaming

trajectories is similar to both that from the experiments and that found for the H + HCO

reaction, studied in trajectories on the same surface by Christo�el and Bowman.25 These

authors identi�ed three mechanisms for H + HCO reaction to H2 + CO: direct abstraction,

roaming followed by reaction, and entrance into the H2CO well followed by TS reaction. The

former two of these mechanisms had similar H2 vibrational distributions, although of di�erent

total cross section, and these distributions are similar to that found here for roaming. The

authors did not report a reaction con�guration for either of these mechanisms, but it seems

likely to be similar to that for our roaming trajectories, shown in the lower half of Fig. 6.

Figure 7: Correlation between Eint(H2) and Eint(CO) for an excitation energy of 35500 cm-1.
Red points (n=257) are for roaming trajectories, whereas blue points (n=2374) are for TS
trajectories. The distance between any point and the dashed line gives the sum of the energy
associated with orbital motion of the CO and H2 and the energy in relative translation of
these fragments.

The nature of roaming

The trajectory paths projected onto the rH , θ, φ coordinates, the �ux diagrams, and the

reaction coordinate information allow a detailed picture of the roaming mechanism. Although

roaming follows trajectories that are far from the minimum energy path, the general nature
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of a reaction via roaming and via the TS is similar. In both cases, the φ coordinate, initially

at φ = π, decreases, bringing the H atoms toward one another. Because the rH coordinate

always indicates the distance from the CO center of mass to the more distant H atom,

the trajectory projections onto the rH , θ, φ coordinates cannot, by themselves, distinguish

the position of the H atom that has the shorter distance. However, the average reaction

coordinates, given in lines 43 and 44 of Tables 3 and S1, show that the roaming reaction has

an rH coordinate signi�cantly larger than does the TS reaction. This di�erence may also be

seen by comparing the �ux diagrams for the TS (blue) and roaming (red) trajectories, as

shown in Fig. 8. The major �ux for the TS trajectories occurs as φ decreases with rH near

2.5Å, whereas that for the roaming trajectories occurs with rH near 3.5 Å. In addition, we

see from Fig. 5 that in the TS pathway, the H-H bond is made while the C-H bonds are still

rather short, whereas in the roaming pathway, the H-H bond is made when both C-H bonds

are elongated, if not broken. The roaming sequence also suggests why the H2 vibrational

energy is so high: the H atom closer to the carbon moves a very substantial distance during

the reaction. In both pathways, θ remains nearly constant while φ decreases substantially.

In the TS case, there is a very sudden change in φ as the H atom crosses the CO axis between

the �rst and second frames shown. In contrast, for the roaming reaction, φ has diminished

nearly to zero long before the reaction takes place. Roaming reactions are characterized by

an elongation of rH and a decrease from φ = π toward φ = 0, whereas the TS pathway

is characterized by much less change in rH as φ decreases. In order for rH to increase in

the roaming trajectory, most of the KE of the system must be converted to surmount the

potential energy of the plateau region of the PES. If the value of rH is near 2.8− 3.1Å when

φ → 0 with θ ≈ 0.8 − 0.9, then the roaming trajectory will react to give H2 + CO, and

because the H-H bond at that point is elongated, the reaction will produce substantial H2

vibration. On the other hand, if rH is somewhat larger than 3.1Å as φ→ 0, or if θ > 1, the H

will continue to rotate around the CO axis without reaction. If enough KE is available to the

rH coordinate, the system will react to H+HCO, but if not, the rH coordinate will oscillate
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slowly until one of two outcomes occurs. The value of rH may become short enough near

φ → π to return the system to the H2CO well, or it may approach 2.8− 3.1Å as φ → 0, in

which case it will abstract the shorter H atom to form H2 + CO. It is now apparent that the

straight-line trajectories seen in rH , φ projections such as those in Figs. 2, S2 (top), and S3

can be understood as a consequence of the reaction requirements that φ should decrease and

that the H atoms should have a con�guration such as those shown in the bottom sequence

of Fig. 6. If the rH coordinate is too long, free internal rotation occurs until the phasing is

correct for either reaction or return to the H2CO well.

Figure 8: Comparison of TS (blue) and Roaming (red) Flux Maps for Etot=36223 cm-1. The
magnitudes of the two �uxes are not normalized relative to one another; if they were, all red
arrows would be a factor of (1/0.098) times as long (see line 4 of Table 2). The units or rH
and φ are Å and radians, respectively.

There is some variation during the roaming trajectory in the θ coordinate, as can be

seen in Fig. 3 and S2. Mauguiere et al.22 have studied a reduced-dimensionality system

for formaldehyde that includes only the distance from the COM of HCO to the roaming H

atom, R, and the angle θ between the CO axis and R. In this reduced system, roaming was

found to occur along unstable periodic orbits involving large changes in θ. Our own work

looks strikingly similar, in that the roaming trajectories are easily distinguished on a plot

involving the distance to the H atom and an angle. However, in our study the angle most
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important is φ rather than θ. Mauguire et al. would not have observed this motion, since the

φ coordinate was not included in their reduced-dimensionality system. Nonetheless, their

idea that roaming is due to unstable periodic orbits controlled by phase space constructs is

likely to be true.

Kinetic Model for Roaming

Several kinetic or statistical models have been proposed to describe roaming,54,68,69 as re-

viewed previously.54 Klippenstein, Georgievskii and Harding68 proposed a �ve-state kinetic

model that included the species formaldehyde, radical products and molecular products as

well as two intermediates, a weakly interacting intermediate formed by partial dissociation

of a CH bond and another in which the weakly interacting H atom is closest to the other H.

In all, there are seven rate constants connecting these species. The steady-state assumption

was used to determine branching between roaming and radical channels in various limits,

and the best results are within a factor of two of trajectory calculations. Andrews, Kable

and Jordan69 proposed a phase space theory for roaming reactions that depends on the dif-

ference in threshold energies for roaming and radical production and on Proam, a probability

that phase space states that may roam do so rather than recombining to form reactants. For

formaldehyde, the di�erence in threshold energies was taken to be 161 cm-1, while Proam was

set at 0.99. Using this model, they found that the branching fraction for roaming fell from

1.0 to about 0.15 over the �rst 1000 cm-1 of energy in excess of the radical threshold. Their

model did not predict the fraction of TS to roaming in the formation of H2 + CO. Ulusoy,

Stanton and Hernandez have proposed a model for roaming in ketene.70�72

We propose a simple model that borrows some elements of each of the above and provides

a �t to the data in Tables 2 and 3. The rate constants ultimately will be determined from the

quasi-classical trajectory results, but the model provides a simple way to understand them.

It invokes the three species � formaldehyde, bimolecular products and radical products �

but has only one intermediate, a roaming state, R, that may produce radicals, bimolecular
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products, or decay back to formaldehyde. The model consists of the following steps and

associated rate constants:

H2CO−→R kR

R→H2CO k−R

H2CO−→H2 + CO kTS−Bi

R−→H+HCO kR−Rad

R−→H2 + CO kR−Bi

In these equations, R represents H-HCO in a roaming state; we treat this state as if it

were ahighly �uxioinal isomer of formaldehyde. It can be formed from formaldehyde with

rate constant kR and can decay back to formaldehyde with rate constant k−R. Formaldehyde

can react to molecular products directly via the transition state with rate constant kTS−Bi,

or it can also reach these products from R with rate constant kR−Bi. The state R may also

decompose to radical products with rate constant kR−Rad. Because R disappears very quickly

compared to the rate of the overall disappearance of H2CO, it is appropriate to treat it as

being in steady-state, as used previously;68 i.e., we set d[R]/dt= 0. In this approximation it

is easy to show that [R] = kR[H2CO]/X, where X = (k−R + kR−Rad + kR−Bi). Furthermore,

FR, de�ned as the ratio of roaming production of bimolecular products to the total rate

of bimolecular production, is given by FR = (kR−BikR/X)/(kTS−Bi + (kR−BikR/X)). The

ratio FRad, de�ned as the ratio of total radical to total bimolecular products, is FRad =

(kR−RadkR/X)/(kTS−Bi + (kRkR−Bi/X)). TDRC the total decomposition rate constant of

formaldehyde is given by TDRC = (kTS−Bi + kR) − k−RkR/X. Thus, there are �ve rate

constants and the following four observables: TDRC, obtained from line 45 of Tables 3 and

S1; FRad, obtained from ratio of line 3 to line 2 of Table 2; FR, obtained from line 4 of

Table 2; and kR−Bi, obtained from the reciprocal of line 46 of Tables 3 and S1. Although
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this system of �ve unknowns and four equations would seem to be unsolvable, we note that

there is evidence from line 5 of Table 2 that k−R is much smaller than kR−Bi + kR−Rad; that

is, there are many more trajectories that produce H2 + CO and H+HCO from R than return

to H2CO. This assumption is similar to taking Proam=1.0, as used previously.69 If we neglect

k−R relative to kR−Bi+kR−Rad, we then can solve at each excitation energy for the remaining

four rate constants that are consistent with the measured properties. These rate constants

are shown in a log plot in Fig. 9.

Figure 9: Plot of log10 of the rate constants (in ps-1) vs excitation energy for the four rate
constants describing a simple model for roaming.

At an excitation energy of 37688 cm-1 and above, all four rate constants are nearly in

constant ratio to one another, indicating that the product distributions should be approx-

imately similar. Indeed, except that the roaming fraction increases slightly, the branching

fractions are similar, as shown in Table 2. At energies below 37688 cm-1, the rate constants

fall o� in order of their thresholds: the �rst to fall o� is the rate constant for production

of H + HCO from R (blue), which has the highest threshold; the next is that for reaching

R from H2CO (purple); and the last is the rate constant for the TS pathway (green). The

rate constant for production of H2 + CO from R (red) is relatively constant, as might be

expected from the fact that reaction to bimolecular products from R has no apparent barrier;
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trajectories seem to fall into a hole in the plateau before reaction. Thus, the general behavior

of the rate constants seems sensible. This view is reinforced by the calculation of RRKM

rate constants using sensible data for formaldehyde and R as well as for the transition states

associated with each of the four rate constants. The parameters are listed in Table S3. A

comparison of the rate constants calculated using RRKM theory and the rate constants that

�t the trajectory data is shown in Figure S10 and demonstrates that it is possible to �nd

transition states that produce rate constants that are very close to those in Fig. 9, above.

We end with a brief discussion of treating roaming as an isomer of formaldehyde. Statis-

tical mechanics shows that equilibrium favors �structures� that have a high density of states

at the energy (or temperature) of the system. One situation in which a high density of states

is encountered is when the structure has a low energy. Low energy structures will be favored

because the density of states increases rapidly with the available energy. In most cases,

isomers have such a character. For example, although they do not seem to play a large role

in the dissociation, the CHOH isomer has potential energy wells for both the cis and trans

forms, and the density of states is higher in the regions of these structures. A less obvious

way for an �isomer� to have a high density of states is not to have a structure at all, or to

have one that is extremely loosely de�ned. In the case of formaldehyde, the high plateau

region of the potential energy surface has almost no features that constrain the relationship

of the H to the HCO. When the potential �well� is so wide, the energy states are extremely

close together, so that the density of states can be high even though there is neither a well

corresponding to a speci�c structure nor a low energy. It would appear from the applicability

of the kinetic scheme above that the formaldehyde roaming state is such an �isomer.�

5. Summary and Conclusions

The fraction of roaming trajectories leading to H2 + CO is non-negligible (2.6%) even at

at the lowest energy studied (34500 cm-1) and generally increases to 13-14% at the highest
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energy studied (41010 cm-1). Roaming has many characteristic features, but the principal

one is that the trajectories enter the plateau region of high potential energy. The duration

of roaming decreases with increasing total excitation energy. Long roaming periods are

characterized by unstable periodic orbits that involve, mostly, rotation of the distant H atom

around the CO axis (φ) or, less commonly, end-to-end rotation (θ). Short roaming periods

involve pathways in the high potential energy region that lead more directly from the H2CO

well to the con�guration for the roaming reaction. This con�guration has the roaming atom

at a greater distance from the CO COM than the non-roaming hydrogen, but both nearly in

the same plane (φ→ 0). The reaction con�guration is a function of excitation energy. As the

energy gets higher, the distinction between roaming and TS trajectories becomes smaller.

Flux analysis shows that the reactions producing H2 + CO by roaming and by the TS are

similar. Both involve rotation of one hydrogen atom by an angle of nearly φ = π followed

by reaction. The di�erence is that in the TS reaction, the rotating atom is still within

bonding distance of the carbon atom, whereas for the roaming reaction, the rotating atom

is at a distance beyond that of a CH bond. In the roaming case, if the roaming hydrogen

is far enough away, it simply rotates around the HCO until the H distance becomes short

enough to react. The reaction con�guration for roaming, {rH , θ, φ} = {2.85, 0.90, 0.40}, has

a considerably longer rH than the one for the TS reaction, {2.20, 0.79, 0.57} , (these data are

for an excitation energy of 36000 cm-1).

The branching ratios of products, the total reaction rates, and the roaming times as

a function of excitation energy can be predicted by a simple kinetic model in which the

roaming is treated as a separate entity on the potential energy surface, much as one might

treat an isomer of formaldehyde. Given this observation, it is likely that versions of transition

state theory could account for roaming if it is treated as a separate entity. Features of the

minimum energy surface provide some guidance as to where minimum recrossing boundaries

might be assigned.
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